
WASHINGTON, United States: US Secretary of
State Antony Blinken called Monday on Pakistan to
seek debt relief from its close partner China as floods
devastate the South Asian country. Blinken promised
strong US support for Pakistan as it dries out from the
floods, which have submerged one-third of the coun-
try, an area the size of the United Kingdom.

“We send a simple message. We are here for
Pakistan, just as we were during past natural disasters,
looking ahead to rebuild,” Blinken said after talks in
Washington with Foreign Minister Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari. “I also urged our colleagues to engage China
on some of the important issues of debt relief and
restructuring so that Pakistan can more quickly recov-
er from the floods,” Blinken said. China is a key eco-

nomic and political partner of Pakistan, pushing ahead
with a $54 billion “economic corridor” that will build
infrastructure and give Beijing an outlet to the Indian
Ocean, although Chinese interests have also faced
attacks from separatists.

Washington, whose Cold War alliance with
Islamabad has frayed, has repeatedly charged that
China will reap the benefits while Pakistan will face
unsustainable debt. The warnings by the United
States-which considers China its preeminent global
competitor-have repeatedly been brushed aside by
Pakistan.

Some 1,600 people-one-third of them children-
have died in Pakistan’s floods and more than seven mil-

lion have been displaced, amid fears that such severe
disasters will become more common due to climate
change.

The United States has committed $56 million in
humanitarian aid and sent 17 planes full of supplies,
with promises of long-term support. Bhutto Zardari
said that President Joe Biden, who signed a landmark
domestic climate package last month, also needed to
look at “climate justice.”

“It’s not only important that you ‘build back better’
here,” he said, using Biden’s campaign slogan. “The
opportunity of this crisis in Pakistan is that we must
build back better-greener, more climate-resilient-back
home as well,” he said. “I believe that working together
we can do this.” Pakistan, despite being the fifth most
populous country, contributes only about 0.8 percent
of greenhouse gas emissions blamed for climate
change due to its state of development.

Lingering distrust on Afghanistan 
The US relationship with Pakistan sharply deterio-

rated over the course of the two-decade war in
Afghanistan. Under heavy pressure, Pakistan provided
crucial logistical access, but US officials believe
Islamabad’s powerful military and intelligence appara-
tus never abandoned the Taliban, who swept back to
power last year as US troops pulled out.

“We have had our differences-that’s no secret,”
Blinken said. But he said Pakistan and the United
States “have a shared stake in Afghanistan’s future,”
including greater freedoms for women and girls, whose
rights have again been heavily curtailed by the Taleban
under their austere interpretation of Islam.

In another longstanding concern of the United
States, Blinken encouraged Pakistan to respect for
freedom of religion and expression. Pakistan has seen
repeated attacks against religious minorities and mob
violence over accusations of blasphemy.

Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif’s five-month-old

government has faced criticism for restrictions on the
media since he replaced Imran Khan, who lost a no-
confidence vote in parliament after running afoul of the
military.

Blinken also called on Pakistan to pursue a “respon-
sible relationship” with India. Dialogue has been at a
standstill between the historic rivals, with India launch-

ing airstrikes in February 2019 in response to a deadly
attack blamed on Pakistan-backed militants.

Immediately after meeting Bhutto Zardari, Blinken
was hosting a dinner for India’s foreign minister,
Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, with whom he will hold
talks on Tuesday. The South Asian foreign ministers
were not expected to meet in Washington. — AFP
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NEW YORK, United States: US Secretary of State Antony Blinken (L) meets with Pakistani Foreign Minister Bilawal Bhutto-
Zardari at the State Department in Washington. — AFP

HOI AN, Vietnam: Residents sit in a primary school being used as a shelter during Typhoon Noru in Hoi An in Vietnam’s Quang
Nam province on September 27, 2022. — AFP

Philippines to deport 
40,000 Chinese in 
gaming crackdown
MANILA: The Philippines will deport 40,000
Chinese workers in a crackdown on unlicensed
online gaming businesses, an official said Tuesday,
after reports of kidnapping, prostitution and murder
in the gambling industry.

So-called Philippine offshore gaming operators,
or POGOs, have boomed since 2016 as former pres-
ident Rodrigo Duterte pursued closer trade and
investment ties with China. But the influx of tens of
thousands of Chinese workers in the sector that tar-
gets customers in China, where gambling is illegal,
has created friction.

Many Filipinos complain POGOs have evaded
taxes and driven up property rates while not pro-

viding job opportunities because not enough locals
speak Chinese languages. Justice Secretary Crispin
Remulla recently ordered police to go after 175
operators whose licences had been revoked but
continued to operate illegally.

Next month the country will start deporting the
estimated 40,000 Chinese workers employed by
those businesses, justice ministry spokesman
Dominic Clavano said, after reports of POGOs
involved in “murder, kidnapping and prostitution”.

“This is really our job to society and to make
sure that these crimes are not committed,” Clavano
told AFP. “We thought it best to send a signal that
this type of behaviour is not tolerable, it’s not
acceptable to the country.”

China, which has previously called on the
Philippines to ban all forms of online gambling, wel-
comed the latest crackdown. “Crimes induced by
and associated with online gambling not only harm
China’s interests and China-Philippines relations,
but also hurt the interests of the Philippines,” the
Chinese embassy in Manila said.

About 34 POGOs are licenced to operate and
around 130 support services are registered, accord-
ing to the Philippine gaming regulator. The regula-
tor’s latest data show it has revoked the licences of
40 POGOs and 174 service providers.

Finance Secretary Benjamin Diokno said earlier
this month he wanted online gaming operators
banned. “If you ask my personal opinion on this,
let’s discontinue with the POGO because of the
social cost,” he told a Senate hearing.

Diokno said revenues from POGOs peaked in
2020 at 7.2 billion pesos ($122 million) but fell
sharply last year to 3.9 billion pesos. Not everyone
agrees.

David Leechiu, chief executive of Manila-based
Leechiu Property Consultants, estimated the
Philippine economy could lose 200 billion pesos in
rental revenue and salaries if  POGOs were
expelled. “It’s one of those drivers of the economy
that we should not take for granted,” he told AFP.
“Yes, there are problems but what business does
not have a problem?” — AFP

Direct impact or nuclear 
weapons? How to save 
Earth from an asteroid
LAUREL, United States: NASA’s DART mission to
test deflecting an asteroid using “kinetic impact” with
a spaceship is just one way to defend planet Earth
from an approaching object  — and for now, the only
method possible with current technology.

The operation is like playing billiards in space,
using Newton’s laws of motion to guide us. If an
asteroid threat to Earth were real, a mission might
need to be launched a year or two in advance to
take on a small asteroid, or decades ahead of pro-
jected impact for larger objects hundreds of kilo-
meters in diameter that could prove catastrophic to
the planet.

Or, a larger object might require hits with multiple
spacecraft. “This demonstration will start to add tools
to our toolbox of methods that could be used in the
future,” said Lindley Johnson, NASA’s planetary
defense office, in a recent briefing.

Other proposed ideas have included a futuristic-
sounding “gravity tractor,” or a mission to blow up the
hypothetical object with a nuclear weapon-the method
preferred by Hollywood.

Gravity tractor 
Should an approaching object be detected early-

years or decades before it would hit Earth-a spaceship
could be sent to fly alongside it for long enough to
divert its path via using the ship’s gravitational pull,
creating a so-called gravity tractor.

This method “has the virtue that the method of
moving the asteroid is totally well understood-it’s
gravity and we know how gravity works,” Tom Statler,
a DART program scientist at NASA said at a briefing
last November when DART launched.

The mass of the spacecraft however would be a
limiting factor-and gravity tractors would be less
effective for asteroids more than 500 meters in diame-
ter, which are the very ones that pose the greatest
threat.

In a 2017 paper, NASA engineers proposed a way
to overcome this snag: by having the spacecraft scoop
material from the asteroid to enhance its own mass,
and thus, gravity. But none of these concepts have
been tried, and would need decades to build, launch
and test.

Nuclear detonation 
Another option: Launching nuclear explosives to

redirect or destroy an asteroid. “This may be the only
strategy that would be effective for the largest and
most dangerous ‘planet-killer’ asteroids (more than
one kilometer in diameter),” a NASA article on the
subject says, adding such a strike might be useful as a
“last resort” in case the other methods fail. But these
weapons are geopolitically controversial and techni-
cally banned from use in outer space.

Lori Glaze, NASA’s planetary science division
director said in a 2021 briefing that the agency
believed the best way to deploy the weapons would be
at a distance from an asteroid, in order to impart force
on the object without blowing it into smaller pieces
that could then multiply the threat to Earth.

A 2018 paper published in the “Journal of
Experimental and Theoretical Physics” by Russian sci-
entists looked at the direct detonation scenario. E. Yu.
Aristova and colleagues built miniature asteroid mod-
els and blasted them with lasers. Their experiments
showed that blowing up a 200-meter asteroid would
require a bomb 200 times as powerful as the one that
exploded over Hiroshima in 1945.

They also said it would be most effective to drill
into the asteroid, bury the bomb, then blow it up-just
like in the movie Armageddon. — AFP

Vietnam orders mass 
evacuations ahead of 
Super Typhoon Noru
DANANG, Vietnam: Vietnam ordered hundreds of
thousands of people to evacuate their homes
Tuesday as Super Typhoon Noru barrelled towards
the busy city of Danang, with forecasters predicting
the storm would be one of the biggest to hit the
country.

Almost half of Vietnam’s airports have been shut,
schools and offices across several central provinces
were closed and residents rushed to find shelter
before the expected arrival of the typhoon on
Wednesday.

After slamming into the Philippines earlier this
week, where it killed six people, Noru is predicted
to make landfall as a super typhoon before 11 am
(0400 GMT) and then subside to a severe typhoon
as it makes its way inland.

Vietnam’s flood and storm control authority said

wind speeds would reach 160 kilometres per hour
(100 miles per hour), equalling Typhoon Xangsane-
which hit Danang in 2006 and killed 76 people.

Authorities have urged 400,000 people to leave
their homes, including in the popular tourist city of
Hoi An, where residents were brought to a primary
school.

“I wanted to leave. My house is not very strong. I
am afraid its roof might be blown away when the
typhoon hits,” Huynh Mua told AFP, clutching a
plastic bag full of clothes, a blanket and several
packets of instant noodles.

In Danang, Vietnam’s third-biggest city, all shops
and hotels were closed, while residents have been
banned from going out on the streets from late
Tuesday. According to data from the Joint Typhoon
Warning Center, located in Hawaii, Super Typhoon
Noru will be only the sixth major typhoon to hit
Vietnam since 1945.

Naru hit the Philippines’ Luzon island on Sunday
and Monday, toppling trees, knocking out power
and flooding low-lying communities. Five rescuers
were killed after being sent to help flooded resi-
dents, while another man died after he was hit by a
landslide. Officials estimate about $2.4 million worth
of crops were damaged. — AFP

Zuma eyes political 
comeback
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa: South Africa’s
ex-president Jacob Zuma, who is facing corruption
charges and served a short stint in jail, has said he is
ready for a political comeback with the ruling party.

In a statement late Monday, Zuma, 80, said he
has been asked by members of the African National
Congress (ANC), which has ruled South Africa
since the end of apartheid, to put himself forward as
the party gears up to elect a new leadership.

“I will not refuse such a call should they deem it
necessary for me to serve the organisation again,”
he said, adding he has been consulting with party
leaders “in spite of the difficulties caused by my
current legal situation”.

The move comes amid
heavy infighting within
the ANC, ahead of a
national elective confer-
ence in December. The
party is to hold internal
polls to pick a new leader,
who would then become
the  candidate for the next
presidential election in
2024.

Current President Cyril
Ramaphosa is hoping to
secure a second term but
faces a challenge from a
faction loyal to Zuma-a
divisive figure whose
name resonates with graft

for most South Africans but remains a hero to many
grassroots ANC members.

Zuma said he supports his ex-wife Nkosazana
Dlamini-Zuma to replace Ramaphosa and hinted
he would be prepared to serve as party chairman,
another key role. Support for the party of Nelson
Mandela dropped below 50 percent for the first
time in local elections last year, and the govern-
ment is facing growing discontent over wide-
spread poverty, unemployment, and a prolonged
power crisis.

Zuma became president in 2009 but was forced
to step down nine years later in favour of
Ramaphosa, then vice-president. In July last year
he was jailed for 15 months for contempt of court
after refusing to testify before a graft inquiry, but
was released on medical parole just two months
into the term. — AFP
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